Muscle-derived agrin in cultured myotubes: expression in the basal lamina and at induced acetylcholine receptor clusters.
The synaptic basal lamina (SBL) directs key aspects of the differentiation of regenerating neuromuscular junctions. A range of experiments indicate that agrin or a closely related molecule is stably associated with the SBL and participates in inducing the formation of the postsynaptic apparatus after damage to adult muscle. The selective concentration of agrin-related molecules in the SBL suggests that agrin is secreted locally by cellular components of the nerve-muscle synapse. In vivo studies on aneural embryonic muscle indicate that the muscle cell is one source of the agrin-like molecules in the SBL. Here we have used cultured chick muscle cells to study the expression of agrin-related molecules in the absence of innervation. Immunofluorescence and immunoelectron microscopy show that myogenic cells in culture express agrin-related molecules on their surfaces, and that at least a subset of these molecules are associated with the basal lamina. Moreover, in short term cultures agrin-like molecules accumulate on the surfaces of myogenic cells grown in unsupplemented basal media. We quantified the expression of agrin-like molecules on the cell surface using a solid-phase radioimmune assay. The expression of these molecules is relatively low during the first 6 days of culture and increases fourfold during the second week. The stimulation of the expression of agrin-related molecules in these long-term cultures requires the presence of chick embryo extract or fetal calf serum. We also characterized the expression of muscle-derived agrin-like molecules at clusters of AChR. These agrin-related molecules are not consistently colocalized at spontaneous AChR aggregates; however, they are selectively concentrated at greater than or equal to 90% of the AChR clusters that are induced by Torpedo agrin. These data, together with previous results from in vivo developmental experiments indicate that the agrin-like molecules in the synaptic basal lamina are derived at least in part from the muscle cell. In addition, the expression of agrin-like molecules can be regulated by soluble factors present in CEE and FBS. Finally, the selective localization of these molecules at induced AChR clusters, taken together with their localization in the basal lamina, suggests that agrin-like molecules secreted by the muscle cell play an important role in the formation and/or the stabilization of the postsynaptic apparatus.